Mental health matters

Chase Thomas
Argonaut

Data from the University of Idaho Counseling and Testing Center stated 20 percent of UI students reported feeling depressed in the last year. Another 10 percent experienced anxiety in that time.

"It may seem like people think they are feeling alone, but there are many resources on campus for students. Reaching out to friends, family, and acquaintances can be comforting," said Dr. William Jones, the psychiatrist at the Student Health Center. College students could be more susceptible to others due to depression and other problems.

"Students that are just entering college have adjustment to a new environment and expectations," he said. "Mental health issues are certainly not uncommon.

The screening is a national event. At the UI screening, pen and paper tests are available, as are consultations with psychologists and Informational

see HEALTH, page 4

Housing proposes increases

Stephanie Hole-Lopez
Argonaut

A proposal to raise university housing rates by 3 percent for campus dining board rates by 3 percent for the year school year was presented last Thursday in the Living and Learning Community.

The new housing increases will only affect incoming freshmen — students currently living in residence halls will have a freeze on their rates. However, the 3 percent increase on dining contracts will affect all students.

Ray Gasser, director of university housing, says the increase will help to cover the operational costs of maintaining the residence halls.

"There will be a win-win for you and a win-win for us," Student Housing Association president Matthew Baughman, a philosophy sophomore, said that he has heard concerns back from residents about the proposal.

"A 3 percent increase is not compared to last year," Baughman said. "Housing is trying to get more people to stay in the residence halls. It's a good deal for what we are able to get.

The money will also be going to cover the maintenance of the residence halls. Raymond Gasser said the roof would be in need of replacing within two years, costing $300,000, and a $1.2 million fire alarm system will be installed as well.

"There are projects (that) needed to be done but we don't have money; people won't be able to live there," Gasser said.

Both Gasser and Baughman agree that more attention from administration, specifically UI President Duane Nellis, is needed in order to provide housing that better academic success and increase retention rates.

As of this school year, residence halls are at a 79 percent occupancy rate, with more than 400 empty beds.

"We need to get the president to understand the issues with Wallace," Baughman said. "I'd like to get the president, provost and ASID more involved in the (dining hall) life.

University housing is located on a $80 million yearly budget. Four million of that goes to mortgage payments — the living and Learning Community won't be paid off until 2041 — while $5.5 million goes to operational expenses, and $1 million goes towards various projects within the residence halls.

"There's continued support in being able to retain students," Gasser said. "The perception is that we're funded with money, but it's more with money, the buildings wouldn't be in the condition that they are.

Even through the increased rates will generate more revenue, Gasser says that fundamentally, it's all about students and residents.

"This was only motivated by retention," Gasser said. "People who say it was motivated by money are completely incorrect.

Career Fair back in action for fall students

Katie Moseley
Argonaut

Despite a downturn in the economy and a state unemployment rate of 9.5 percent, UI Career Services will be holding their annual Career Fair in the Spring, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Sept. 7 and 8 at the Bascom Library.

"Students can definitely benefit from all the networking opportunities," Jessica Berwick, manager of employer relations and communications said.

Almost 1,000 students attended the fair last spring, and the Career Center said they always expect fresher recruiting in the fall.

"Students can definitely benefit from all the networking opportunities," Jessica Berwick, manager of employer relations and communications said.
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This project, a non-profit organization which recognizes mental health issues as gifts that need cultivation and care.
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Free Women's Swim

Sunday, 10-1:30pm
at the U.S. Gym Center
Register: 214-256-2222 or in the Student Union

Interested in volunteering?

Get involved with the Volunteer Center by signing up for the Volunteer Database at asu.volunteer.uidaho.edu

ASUI CENTER FOR VOLUNTEERISM & SOCIAL ACTION

Candidate Forum

Tuesday, October 13th, 12:30-1:30 in the Commons Clearwater room.

Both Mayoral candidates and all the city council candidates will be present.

---

Idaho Commons Hours:
Monday-Thursday: 7am-9pm
Friday: 7am-8pm
Saturday: 9am-6pm
Sunday: 9am-1pm

Student Union Hours:
Monday-Thursday: 7am-9pm
Friday: 7am-8pm
Saturday: 9am-8pm
Sunday: 10am-5pm

---

Discover Life

This week's ASUI Vandal Entertainment Films...

Outrage

Wednesday & Thursday, Oct. 7 & 8

Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince

Friday & Saturday, Oct. 9 & 10

7:00 and 9:30
SUB Boreah Theater
$2 Students/$3 Public
Tickets sold at the SUB Info Desk

---

hooverHALL

Are you really that dumb? Don't be such a moron.

ARGONAUT

If my name is Ferguson, can I still be a moron?

ARGONAUT

What are you, a moron?

ARGONAUT

Can you write?

ARGONAUT

Can you draw?

ARGONAUT

Wrestling tomorrow night, you'll be law o' land.

ARGONAUT

They're the law.

ARGONAUT

Hey guys, this is my friend, Brian.

ARGONAUT

How we know it's not time in your pants?

---

crossword

Across

1. Water in a spotted
2. Chair seat
3. Frontal
4. Hustle more
5. Mink fur
6. Crave
7. Trumpet
8. Bondage
9. Negligee
10. Pay

12. Where the hooks are
13. Letter of admission
14. The plot.
16. Type of water
17. Quick sale
18. Thank you
19. Chair seat
20. Tomatoe seeds
21. Sweet

S.P.L.

Special Production & Lighting

* Student Supported  * Student Staffed  * Specializing in Technical Support for Student Groups and Events
Located on the third floor of the University of Idaho Student Union Building. Phone: (208) 885-6947

---

sudoku

7 5 4
1 6
3 8 2
1 5 7 6
2 6 1 3

6 3 8 2

---

corrections

Find a mistake? Send an e-mail to the section editor. Contact information can be found on page 6.

solutions

Comment online at uianargonaut.com
Helping students succeed

Glen Simpson
Agassiz

The dry erase board in Miriam "Mickey" Lyngholm's office reveals a lot about her priorities.

The surface is covered with the names of classes, students and tutors. Three words are scrawled in the bottom right-hand corner: teaching, living, projecting.

"Mickey," 37, is a learning skills specialist and tutor coordinator for the University of Idaho's Teaching and Academic Assistance Programs. The names on the board represent the 120-plus tutors she matches with students. Understanding, living, projecting, she is a master of nuts.

"They're the words I try to live by these days," she said.

Those who know Lyngholm best say the students she helps have a lot important things to help.

"Lyngholm, her biodata—" she reported, 36 years, said what sets her apart is her faculty's con-

"She has a higher-than-average interest in seeing students, and individuals succeed," he said.

"Lyngholm is certainly doing her best to encourage that success. In addi-

"She's taking her love of tutoring and learning to skills specialist—" she lacks two sections of College Success Skills courses. She is in her fifth year teaching a two-section stu-

"Some students don't have the meaning attached to the experience that he has," she said.

"Lyngholm said her fa-

"I really like to catch a kid's fall that's hitting the cracks, and cover up the cracks, she said.

"Although a large part of her work is listening to and measuring kids, she said stu-

"Sometimes, I took them in the way that you can't help them, she said.

"Her TA co-worker, Yolanda Bisbee is similarly tight. "I give them the B.S.," she said. "She's a good person to be with, but at the same time, she wants to help the students she really needs help.

"She also enjoys her work at TAA, seeing students learn, and helping them do so efficiently and effectively.

"It sort of feels right to be doing things for other people," she said. "I think it's really important we help every student we can.

"Raised in a small town in central Montana, Lyngholm was the first in her family to graduate from college. She said she has a soft spot for low-income, underserved and first-

"I know what their chal-

"She's really very, very passionate about what she does," said Jennifer Hodgen, a TAA office ad-

"Lyngholm is also pursu-

"Lyngholm decided to major in eco-

"She takes one class, a regular semester and two during the summer. She said obtaining her master's has always been dream.

"Learning, just like

take of learning," she said.

"She's always teaching, always learning, always doing something," she said.

Latino students get leg up with Career Day

Solvencia Edgerton
Agassiz

Latino students at the University of Idaho face distinct challenges in seeking employment, and one UI program seeks to help them.

The UI College Assistance Migrant Program is a federally funded program serving 35 primarily Latino freshmen each year. Those students are all "nontraditional" college students, said UI's program director, Denice Martinez.

Those students are all "nontraditional" college students, said UI's program director, Denice Martinez.

"The program started, said one of their parents in a statement to the University of Idaho, being a "nontraditional" college stop-shop," said a program director.

"The (program) is a good thing for kids," she said.

"They've been doing this for about three to four years.

"In the past three years, we've had the students of these and let them do this advantage for the students when we in-

"We're kind of the on-

"Yolanda Bisbee CAMF Director

"She said in her job to get stu-

"We're kind of the one-

"Yolanda Bisbee CAMF Director

"Martinez said this event is important for students who are still interested in their major, but those who know their major get to speak with the students.

"Martinez said he doesn't want the program to CAMP's role in that book for what he was
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Deal with landlords in the apartment.

"What they want, and when they can, is eviction position and we feel a lot of problems dealing with housing discrimination." Pippin gave advice to the audience to watch for and avoid, given the chance of problems with a landlord.

"Rent seems worth a bit more effort," she said. "The target price should be no more than one third of one student's income or any taxes.

Many of the audience made some understanding about the issues between the tenant and the landlord, and to document transactions with the landlord. The heated had already started to report problems with landlords.

"Don't let little problems become a big deal on Saturday," Pippin said. "Two Moscow tenants living in poor conditions said they felt that their landlords' right workshop had been a success.

"Our goal was to prepare and they still haven't cleared us," Denny said. "We were told to use minimum water and pretend like we were camping." Denny and Reisner's nephew had broken up and wanted to leave the bathroom of their apartment.

"It happened about a week ago," Bow said. "They put us in the complex, but after that we've had to stay in the apartment. The carpets are still wet and they haven't gotten to finish the cleaning up.

10:11 p.m. Wallace Call: Mjajdlest calls the sixth floor of the Campbell Building.

649 a.m. West Sixth Street: Custodian was acting odd as if intoxicated.

10:06 a.m. Wallace Call: Reporter reported a taxi that was stolen within the park.

6:38 p.m. Vandale Driver: Call was worried about a former girlfriend's being suicidal.

11:04 p.m. Idaho Dairy: Another male was cited for urinating in public.

8:39 p.m. Idaho Dairy: There is a report of someone trying to see a woman whom she is supposed to return to.

Sarah Thomas
Agnew

Friday, October 1
11:04 a.m. West Sixth Street: Custodian was acting odd as if intoxicated.

12:22 p.m. Wallace Call: Reporter reported a taxi that was stolen within the park.

Roger Pippin

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
11:06 a.m. Wallace Call: Resident reported a problem with a person.

Thursday, October 1
1:07 p.m. Idaho Dairy: Abandoned house had a very strong smell of gas.

2:25 p.m. Idaho Dairy: Woman was arrested for driving with a suspended license.

3:45 p.m. Idaho Administration Building: Call was reported two housebreakers.

9:24 p.m. Idaho Dairy: Call reported that the student said the "someone angry and the boy is pleading with him.

Bad Day?

Tenants learn rights

Saratoga Residence Hall, 1700 E 11th Ave.

Enrollment starts:

"We are all facing this problem, and we are all doing the best we can to solve it," Pippin said. "We have a lot of problems dealing with landlords.

The CTC offers free advice to prospective students, couples, the elderly and other social security centers. The center exists to help students choose the right landlord and tenant. There is usually a one to two week wait for counseling, but there is a special committee to handle complaints.

Fritz said students should choose friends who are experiencing problems with landlords. In the case of depression, like loss of interest in favorite activities or classes conversation.

"For a good way to look at them," she said.

Sarah Thomas
Agnew

Health from page 1

paragraph will also be available before classes. The counselors are scheduling the sessions, and the counselors are scheduling the sessions, and the schedule will be announced on the TCCTC.

The Health Services Center will be available to see a counselor for a free health history.

- Dr. Fritz

The next meeting of the Icarus Project is at 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday in the Aladdin Room in the Idaho Commons. For more information, contact Wharton at 208-885-7362.
Don't wake Daddy

A visit from the health inspector is a nerve-wracking affair for employees of restaurants and coffee shops. The week prior is filled with cleaning of neglected areas with the knowledge it is only because of the upcoming inspection. During the cleaning frenzy there is a realization that if this isn’t completed for the previous 25 weeks, then why should I worry the week before the health inspector visits? It is fairly ridiculous to live a life just to impress one person. This paragraph may not impress the health inspector in order to stay in business, there is no real need for the dog and the driver show that takes place during Doge’s Weekend. The entire weekend has a Mrs. Doubtfire quality about it.

If I did have any father visit for the weekend, the last weekend I would want him to see Doge’s Weekend. It is simply not an accurate reflection of the University community. I don’t want a job at all. This is not to discredit those dogs that still try to out-drink their own, or those dogs that take a piece of “American Beauty” and spend the entire weekend trying to get on their daughter’s friends. Despite these circumstances, there is more a subtle atmosphere that can be seen during Doge’s Weekend. It is not just fair to date of UI students who do not get to see the real University of Idaho. I would want my father to see my dad, and not be nervous during Doge’s Weekend. If we try anything like this to make another view without evasive action to avoid obvious nuisances in the neighborhood. That anyone can fall out of any opening at any time.

Find your place in history

Most people feel the need to be remembered when they are gone. They do this by writing in journals and taking photos, or otherwise making an impression. Throughout history people have done things that were never recognized until after their death. Some things were even later, sometimes made a historical impact and often were single but meaningful.

Nathaniel Hales was a captain in the Continental Army during the Revolutionary War. At one point, Hales offered his own pay to his men. He was captured by the British in 1776 and hung. Before his death he made a short speech that ended, “I only regret that I have but one life to lose for my country.” This line is what people remember the most about Hales — his inspiring patriotism and bravery to his country.

We all have different hobbies and interests, the idea that you can’t find your place in history is erroneous in the Evangelical movement and the art world in the fifth century — all after his death. Today, Goetz’s art is featured in museums and sold for millions of dollars as artists and800-350-7115
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Dorm hikes

Housing rates become even less affordable

Last week, University Housing governs students one more reason to move off campus. As the housing crisis evolves, housing fees have nearly tripled from a proposed at a meeting along with a 5 percent increase in the University Housing rate. While the Greek system remains out of reach of most this dorms are not going to break and fall into the winter. Conceived, University Housing is making improvements. The Wallace Residence Center is in need of a $1.2 million fire alarm system that will be included, the dorms will get a break and fall into the summer. If student services do not figure out how to compete and attract students, they will leave even more residents. Now that those traditional freshmen are required to live on campus, University Housing is getting quite a bit of heat. While they don’t retain sophomores and upperclassmen, those freshmen alone will score 79 percent will shrink even more.
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Dear Vandals,

I would like to take the opportunity to thank you for the role you played in Saturday night's victory over Colorado State.

It was emocion to see — and hear — you do.

You brought an energy that had simply been missing this season. It needed to to win Saturday night.

I am proud of way our team came together and I am proud of way that all you have contributed. I can't wait to see at the next game and standing room only.

Thank you, and go Vandals.

Robb Ayke
UI Football Coach

We need reform

The Lathe County Demo-
crats would like to thank all the people who came by our bake sale and our Reform booth at the Lathe County Fair. We had many, many folks stop to discuss health care reform, and more than 300 signatures were added to our various health care reform petitions, which we have forwarded to our representatives in the U.S. Congress.

We are concerned for the 238,000 Idahoans who are uninsured. This is too many. We need health in-
surance and health care reform to give affordable options to the uninsured. We also need security for Medicaid and Medicare.

Health care reform needs to take place to assure public health care access off of on-farms, businesses and governments.

Based on this and other districts, the La
tah County Central Committee passed a resolution in support of health care reform this past June.

What health care reform this form should also include no discrimination and protection for the disabled, no out-of-pocket expenses, no need for savings for preventive care, no direct premiums, no pre-existing illness, guaranteed insurance renewal, no annual or seasonal caps on coverage and no gen-
der discrimination.

If you feel the same way we do, please phone your representative today and tell the represen-
tative to express your opinion. Please get involved so we can reform our health care system this year.

David Nelson
Lathe County Democratic Chair

Smoking is a right

The following is a response to Jeffery Reiss' Sep. 27 column "Smoking cigarettes is not a crime.

I smoke but I love the smell of good pipe tobacco. I smoke but I don't smoke in line of people.

Smoking calms the nerves and allows me to focus on the task at hand. Most bars and concert venues allow smoking.

Some people who smoke moderately have good things and die from smoking. I've never smoked worked or went to bars and clubs. Smoking is legal and can be healthy.

Most bars have an appropriate policy for people who smoke.

Clearly, it is inter-

ested to have fun for all individuals in-

volved in the endeavor, but often the pensiv-

ed engagement for different to engage in less

sex is not a reasonable. Although it may be a diminishing notion, smoking should be the mature's appetize, or to on a serious and strong sex. Now is being learned is that women engage in sex as just as much other person.

Our national and international are therapeutic qualities to female sexuality arising from the reduced to headache elimination.

Most important is a period of quality following a sexual encounter.

You may be asking, where I am going with this topic. The most important is that this is being recognized by the great number of all individu-

als and a shared experience. A common thread is that women are being on to men.

Sexual if your curiosity about this notion, sex not only becomes less pleasurable, but also extravagant and loving.

There is no reason to avoid women-focused sexual encounters. To achieve orgasm may be a challenge, but one which should be very meaningful experience.

Remember, in keeping with what I've already mentioned, we should be reasonable to alter our routines, it is not a universal. We can still be faithful to our passion and still be satisfied with our lives.

I've had the quesiton for Christ, and I've got the answer.

Another easy way to help

obtain female sexual pleasure is one of my favorite sexual ac-

tivities. Masturbation is not only natural, but it is also a

valuable tool. It is becoming increas-

ingly common among all individu-

als and it should be encouraged. A common thread is that women are being on to men.
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Sexual if your curiosity about this notion, sex not only becomes less pleasurable, but also extravagant and loving.
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I can has ... cheezburger, hipsters and penguins?

Thanks to the Internet, everything ever done since 1998 is viewable and discussable. Somewhere, somehow, there has taken a picture of literally everything, and more likely than not there are people who will find that adding snarky comments to that picture makes it three times as funny. We've come a long way since we were forwarding funny pictures on AOL, and with that in mind I present my Top Five "Funny Pictures With Comments" Websites.

5. lafh.com
"Lahf" stands for "Look at this hipster." This website, literally now on the "Pictures With Comments" scene, aggregates pictures of the most stereotypically outrageous hipsters possible. It's like looking at the illustrations out of "The Hipster Handbook" in real life. Unfortunately low in content, featuring only one new picture a day (for now) with a caption to improve it, the site is nevertheless incridible. I wonder who's sending in the pictures, and if the people being photographed know (or care) that they're being made fun of. Some not safe for work type, but the pictures are safe.

4. fupenguin.com
"Fupenguin" stands for "F*ck You, Penguin." I apologize for the profanity today, but there is no getting around it. The header on the page tells you everything you need to know: "A blog where I post cute animals what's what." On this blog sponsored page, the author posts up a picture a day of a usually obscure, but cute, animal and explains why she's not going to let himself be manipulated by its cuteness anymore. The obscure animal pictures are entertaining enough, and the fact that the author explains literally what each is helps a lot, but then the extremely profane explanations towards otherwise adorable animals usually make me laugh out loud.

3. hotchickswithdouchebags.com
The lone writer on the site has managed to put together a fairly exhaustive set of material in the few years he's been at it. This website literally made the jump to sitcoms, directly inspiring the MTV show "Is She Really Going Out With Him?" What impresses me about the site is the level of anthropological effort put into consistently finding and labeling douche bags. Also, the fact that the same douche bags keep showing up gets me in a special place. I love back in comedy.

2. faillblog.org
Often cited, never duplicated as the venerable. While you could knock faillblog.org as a "fail blog" inpermalink's content in a lazy Saturday evening, there's something in the quantity and consistency of the fail catalogued here. No commentaray has a single word on other pictures, nor is it with others "Fail." Replies with video fail so well, you can forget your life's visual pleasure every other day or so and never have to spend more than a minute at your computer to do it, thanks to their kindly editing to keep the length down.

1. icanhasecheezburger.com
Going back exactly two years, the original "look at this cute animal with funny caption attached" Web site has come a long way. Befitting failure along with almost two dozen other sites, not to mention mass-streaming and semi-legitimizing LOLspeak, we all owe our thanks to and a few minutes of wasted time a day to ICBC. In case you've been living under a rock, or have no friends who have ever posted anything on anyone's Facebook wall ever, go check it out.
PB&J's for all
Resonate offers sandwiches to passersby

Men wear women's shoes for a cause

Resonate church offers free peanut butter and jelly sandwiches every Thursday in the Idaho Falls Community. While the members of the organization are committed to their mission, many students do not know the meaning behind Resonate's generosity. Resonate is a church that meets Sundays downtown at the NuArt Theater. The group can also be found on other college campuses across the country.

Liz Rodrigues, a staff member with Resonate, said the group sets up their booth on the corner of 20th and 2nd. There are no promotional materials or flyers for their church because it is easier to build a stronger connection with someone when you have more direct interaction on the street.

"If there was a flyer or passersby wouldn't want to go to the Resonate stall," Rodrigues said. "I just want to see people that are here that are similar to me.

The freshmen members of Resonate, along with other passersby on Wednesday night after a worship service, made the peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. The sandwiches are made at one of the member's homes.

"It's a way for freshmen and other students involved on campus. We want freshmen to have the chance to be involved in their community," Rodrigues said. The group now has nearly 200 sandwich boxes cost about $50 each week from Donor's Franklin Sanders. Rodrigues said, including, visiting staff and church members, hand out the peanut butter and jelly sandwiches from 11 a.m. until 1 p.m. Rodrigues said it is usually around 2 p.m.

Resonate's main goal is to "love life to the fullest and recruit new members."
On the Vandals first drive of their home game Saturday night, quarterback Nathan Enderle threw an interception that would lead the Rams to score their second touchdown of the night—a play that would deny 16,000 fans wondering if the Vandals could pull a comeback.

But, they did.

At 11:20, when the clock ran out of time, the scoreboard in Moscow, Idaho read 26-29—an outcome that seemed impossible in the first half but became reality in the end.

The game was almost a repeat of the game back in Northern Idaho. After Idaho's punt was blocked, New Mexico State would score and put the game out of reach. A fumble that the Vandals have held on for the past five minutes of the game and took the win against NU on Sept. 25.

Winning against Colorado State with 20-to-38 passing and 333 yards. Enderle and his team of receivers came back from a slow first half start and dominated the second half, with drive after drive that would lead to a take of touchdown of the Colorado State Rams.

"It's always a different way when you're defeated and try to get it the other way," Enderle said. "That was a tough break for us, but it just shows our growth as a team to come back when you're down early like that." The Vandals would get a touchdown run of 3 yards by Trey Ederle matched down the field until Enderle found Jeremy Woolridge for a touch this up, adding Idaho to the score.

But Colorado State would respond, moving the ball and running down the clock. CSU would score yet another touchdown down the final minute of the game.

Idaho wasn’t giving up yet. After two incomplete passes, Idaho Tech, which had the 4-7 yard field goal, bringing in the score 37-26. Fadjor was new WR Offensive Player of the Week. It was worth it to get down ten. After that, Idaho would come back to score. When most of the team’s players were down for the day, and after Idaho's four touchdowns, Idaho's went for four touchdowns and added to their lead.

The Vandals were able to score after a missed ball, only to find the noise of the fans and the pressure of the game.

With fourth and goal, CSU was going for it, but the Vandals defense stopped it. After still looking down the bench of players, Enderle would take the ball over their on third and a field.

The Vandals would run almost the same format, though, and use six minutes and thirty seconds to score.
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**Attention:**

The Vandal wide receiver Eric Greenhow is bought up by offensive lineman Adam Juarez after a 49-yard touchdown pass down the resounding Vandal's decade. Idaho's defensive coordinator, Herb Ecker, led the Vandals to a career game with 2 touchdowns and 5 catches for good yards. The Vandals beat the Colorado State Rams 31-29 in the Boise Dome Saturday.

---

Conference opener makes soccer history

Ilya Pichuk

**Updated:**

Jennifer Hull and the end of the Vandals' soccer team have split second, everything seemed so sur-

But a win turned the tables on the team. Hull was excited about the game, playing in her first game after coming back from her broken leg. Hull was fit for the open. Hull hit a goal against New Mexico State. Her first shot in the game after coming back from her broken leg, was stopped by LA Tech goalie. Hull would score one goal, and she would add another goal to her name. As "Vandal Nation" celebrated together, a whole generation of students who were developing pride in Idaho football.

A widow crowd of 14,000 paid to watch the match on television in Idaho (ESPN) that just witnessed the Vandals mathematically clinch back-to-back conference. Idaho’s first quarter deficit to edge a 2-1 Idaho State crowd (6-1-2-2) had stopped Nevada and Colorado and failed just short at nationally-ranked BYU.

All looked lost early on, after- jermaine quarterback Nathan Enderle shows an interception in the end zone to set up the Rams’ first touchdown of the game. A long punt return from Iowa State’s Bailey Stuckey would be picked off by Idaho's defensive back to stop a 3-yard touchdown. A defensive pass from Idaho's defensive back to Idaho's defensive back to set up the first touchdown of the game. After throwing together a 16-yard pass to Idaho's defensive back to stop a 3-yard touchdown.

The Vandals would run almost the same format, though, and use six minutes and thirty- seconds to score. Under the venerable a berth of the Dome, thousands of Idaho fans flooded the Idaho football Saturday night, joining Van-

**Competition:**

Redemption in the Dome

Ilya Pichuk

**Updated:**

Men’s rugby feasts on Broncos

Chayanne Hulla

**Updated:**

Boating a dead horse is norn-

Two scores, one by Idaho's Alex Held and one by Idaho's Alex Held, would lead the Vandals to winning the match. The Vandals would go on to outscore over LA Tech, but dropped a 2-1 lead against New Mexico State, losing 3-2.

**Updated:**

"It was good rugby even though it did get a little sloppy in the second half," Nick Hult- st et said. "Boating them always feels good and there wasn’t a fight or anything so it was a good day." Idaho stormed to it’s record of 3-1-2 in the first half as the Vandals forced an overmatched Boise State side. The Broncos spent the majority of the first half planed back in their own half.

Idaho stormed to the 5-0 lead in the first half as the Vandals forced an overmatched Boise State side. The Broncos spent the majority of the first half planed back in their own half.

Idaho storming to the 5-0 lead in the first half as the Vandals forced an overmatched Boise State side. The Broncos spent the majority of the first half planed back in their own half.
Vandals win five set match

Lisa Short
Agganest

The Vandals took the victory in their first home match against Fresno State in five contentions games to advance them to 3-1 in Western Athletic Conference play.

"I felt we played well after going back and forth with Fresno for 25-22, 25-16, 22-23, 25-18 and 15-10," said Senior Captain Leslie Hamilton. "I think it's the fourth highest attendance count in Idaho history."

"This was the best crew we've played in front of all year," said Head Coach Debbie Buchanan. "I think Senior Captain Melissa Chow pulling back and forth with Rice told a career high 27 digs before Chow adding 11 digs and 12 assists. It was a com pact of the same game they always practice in with the excitement of all the fans."

"I love the feeling, the fans were outstanding," said Chow. "The whole team called it and back and forth for points until Fresno State pulled ahead to finish the first game 25-12.

In the second set the Vandals fought back with sophomore Cassie Hamilton and Junior Katie Trickey. Pederson totaled 3 service aces in the match in addition to her 6 kills and a block. Junior Captain Hamilton had a solid match with 6 kills and 12 digs.

Idaho's tough blocking and receiver in the second set as well as blocking with her hitting was a major difference than the Bulldogs (.271 hitting percentage). The Bulldogs improved to a .100 hitter in the set. Overall, the Vandals had a .186 hitting percentage compared to the Bulldogs (.373)."

"I think our performance as a team was outstanding," said Buchanan. "We were outstanding as a team and fought through."

"They were up set to come back and finish," Buchanan said.

"The game was won by a big margin and the ones we lost were close," Buchanan said. "We had a tough battle with 12 game ties and five lead changes. The set was close until the very end and when Fresno State pulled away from 29-20 to take the game 25-22.

"The game was won by a big margin and the ones we lost were close," Buchanan said. "We had a tough battle with 12 game ties and five lead changes. The set was close until the very end and when Fresno State pulled away from 29-20 to take the game 25-22.

"They were up set to come back and finish," Buchanan said.

"The game was won by a big margin and the ones we lost were close," Buchanan said. "We had a tough battle with 12 game ties and five lead changes. The set was close until the very end and when Fresno State pulled away from 29-20 to take the game 25-22.

"They were up set to come back and finish," Buchanan said.

"The game was won by a big margin and the ones we lost were close," Buchanan said. "We had a tough battle with 12 game ties and five lead changes. The set was close until the very end and when Fresno State pulled away from 29-20 to take the game 25-22.

"They were up set to come back and finish," Buchanan said.
Vandals cross-country continue to finish strong

Teagan Schoch wins Charles Bowles Invitational

Ivy Pinchuck

Agreed.

Early in the season, sophomore Teagan Schoch said she wanted to improve her times throughout the year leading up to the Western Athletic Conference meet. She was currently at the bottom of the pack, she said.

On Saturday, Schoch came that much closer to realizing her goal when she bested a field of 220 other women runners. She also shaved a cool 40 seconds off of her time for the course last year, to capture the Charles Bowles Invitational and lend women's squad to a third-place finish.

"I just got out quick, into the top five. I knew that's what I wanted to be and I tried my best to stay there," said Schoch. "With 20 to go, I was feeling a little easy, so I just took it easy.

Not only did Schoch capture first place for herself, but for the women's team, Schoch's second-place finish in the meet, finishing 21 seconds faster than her freshman teammate, made the four remaining runners a season fast finish in the WAC this year.

"It's an individual event, but it's a team sport," Schoch said. "So it feels good to see that the team is doing well."

Schoch, a sophomore, was one of the leaders for the majority of the race, but fell back a bit late and never managed to cover and capture first place. Despite losing her lead, Schoch said she was happy with her result, shaving 36 seconds off of last year's time.

"I think that Teagan is going to be the person to beat at conference," Schoch said. "On top of that, she's a person who has an outside shot at making it to nationals this year.

Schoch wasn't the only runner who had a good day. The Vandals' men's team finished 15th at the Farquhar Alumni Parking Lot and came in a sweet, finishing fifth and leading the majority of the men's field in a finish place at the meet.

"Geiger, a sophomore, was one of the leaders for the majority of the race, but fell back a bit late and never managed to cover and capture first place. Despite losing her lead, Geiger said she was happy with her result, shaving 36 seconds off of last year's time.

It's here that the Vandals' crucial move was called. Gabe BBQ Guertler thrashed Columbus State to send the team to the NCAA Championship. Schoch would lead a 2:39-second victory over Columbus State. The move would lead to the team's first bid to the NCAA Championship and put the Vandals one step closer to making further competition.

"The game plan still wasn't over. After Keo scored the first goal, we couldn't drive and burn off the clock," Phipps said. "We knew we had to get the game over the line to get the Sun Belt title."

Phipps said the game was a little closer at 21-2, but it was the last time the Vandals would get a chance to secure the Sun Belt championship. They would go on to lose the conference title by just one point to the WAC.

"We didn't play a particularly good first half," Akey said. "But we came out in the second half and played well enough to get the win — found a way to get the job done. We didn't get overrun all broken out about it (the two-score deficit), we just kept playing better football."

The Vandals lost the ball after only three plays for 20 seconds, only to get back on track again in the form of an interception by safety Nikko Jean Kenyon. The interception broke the game open and put the Vandals up 7-0. The Vandals went on to win 30-0.

The Vandals lost the ball after only three plays for 20 seconds, only to get back on track again in the form of an interception by safety Nikko Jean Kenyon. The interception broke the game open and put the Vandals up 7-0. The Vandals went on to win 30-0.

The Vandals lost the ball after only three plays for 20 seconds, only to get back on track again in the form of an interception by safety Nikko Jean Kenyon. The interception broke the game open and put the Vandals up 7-0. The Vandals went on to win 30-0.

The Vandals lost the ball after only three plays for 20 seconds, only to get back on track again in the form of an interception by safety Nikko Jean Kenyon. The interception broke the game open and put the Vandals up 7-0. The Vandals went on to win 30-0.
Vandal fans are the key to success!

Excited, passionate, revitalized! These are the words and emotions used to describe University of Idaho fans. Going into last Saturday’s football matchup against Colorado State, fans realized the team needed their support and delivered. From beginning to end, fans cheered for the Vandals with every ounce of fire they had in their hearts. With the help of the fans, Idaho football is off to a 4-1 record, their best start since 1994. Great job to you, the fan, as you have been the difference maker!! Go Vandals!

Idaho Vandalizers

If you’re a student, a basketball fan and enjoy getting loud and crazy then ‘Idaho Vandalizers’ is the group for you!

As a Vandalizer you will get the satisfaction of helping lead our basketball teams to victory but also receive:

- 1st chance opportunity to purchase post season tournament tickets
- Official Vandalizers t-shirt & membership card
- Free food at selected athletic events courtesy of Domino’s
- First chance opportunities to buy authentic Vandal team apparel
- Exclusive participation in all ‘in-game’ promotions
- Guaranteed game-day promotions/giveaways/specialty nights
- Weekly emails containing news and notes about Idaho Athletics
- Chance to meet the Vandal athletic team of your choice
- Opportunity to win sideline passes for football games
- Opportunity to win V.I.P. seats for basketball games
- And so much more!

These benefits are available to any student for ONLY $20. For more information, visit GoVandals.com or call (208) 885-0220.

Go Vandals!